Building 3D Cities Using Esri CityEngine
Course introduction

Introduction
Course goals
Additional resources
Installing the course data
Icons used in this workbook
Understanding the ArcGIS Platform

1 Getting started with Esri CityEngine

Lesson introduction
3D across the platform
ArcGIS Pro and Esri CityEngine
Procedural modeling in Esri CityEngine
Why use procedural modeling?
What can you model in Esri CityEngine?
Procedural modeling examples
Esri CityEngine modeling workflow
Lesson review

2 Managing Esri CityEngine projects

Lesson introduction
Workspaces and projects
User interface and project folders
Exercise 2: Explore a project
   Start Esri CityEngine
   Import an existing project
   Explore the project structure
   Explore the user interface and navigate in the 3D viewport
   Explore scene layers
Lesson review

3 Building the foundation of a 3D city

Lesson introduction
Esri CityEngine modeling workflow
How is data represented in Esri CityEngine?
Shape creation
Importing data
Using Get Map Data to import data
Evaluating data for 3D modeling
Exercise 3A: Create a 3D city model
   Create an Esri CityEngine project
   Import a terrain file
   Import foundation data
Align layers
CGA strategies
Finding and applying rules
Exercise 3B: Apply procedural rules
  Import a project and open a scene
  Explore rules and assets
  Apply a rule to create buildings from building footprints
  Apply rules to generate trees
  Apply rules to generate streets
Lesson review

4 Using construction tools for urban planning and design

Lesson introduction
Use cases
3D shape creation and editing
Exercise 4A: Create an urban planning design
  Import the project
  Select an area of interest
  Sketch new buildings
  Add texture to the building
  Texture buildings procedurally
Generating parcels and applying rules
Exercise 4B: Create a 3D city design
  Generate new parcels
  Apply an urban planning rule
  Use styles
  Fine tune the design
Using handles to edit in 3D
Lesson review

5 Sharing 3D content

Lesson introduction
Sharing 3D content
Exercise 5A: Share as a web scene and project
  Open an Esri CityEngine project
  Create bookmarks
  Export a web scene
  Export a project to an archive file
Sharing content to a portal
Exercise 5B: Publish a scene service on ArcGIS Online
  Training Services account credentials
  Export a scene to a scene package
  Publish a scene layer package to ArcGIS Online
  Unpack a scene layer package
Lesson review

6 Basic CGA shape grammar

Lesson introduction
Basics of rule-based modeling
Visualizing the components of a rule
CGA rules, operations, and comments
Attributes and annotations
Identifying rule components

7 Importing and modifying rules

Lesson introduction
Importing and modifying rules
Importing rules
Exercise 7A: Import and modify rules to create green roofs
  Import a rule to increase green roofs
  Modify a rule to use the green roof rule
  Add a surface type to the green roof
Importing rules to texture buildings
Exercise 7B: Import rules to texture roofs and walls
  Import a rule to texture roofs
  Import a rule to texture walls
Working with parameterized rules
Exercise 7C: Import a rule to color buildings by zone
  Import and modify an existing rule to display buildings thematically
Exercise 7D: Create street light models
  Insert models on point shapes
Lesson review

8 Writing rules

Lesson introduction
Writing rules strategy
Basics of rule-based modeling
Working with the color operation
CGA and building rules
Exercise 8A: Create a building rule
  Import project files and open a scene
  Create a new rule file
  Create a start rule and define a rule
  Use extrude to create a simple mass
  Use attributes to define height
  Use annotations to create a range slider
  Use attributes to define roof type
  Use the component split operation to create roof and wall shapes
Define the roof rule and use the color operation
Define the wall rule
Adding random variation to a city model
Working with functions
Exercise 8B: Use CGA to refine the building rule
Use case structures
Work with functions
Lesson review

9 Detailed modeling with CGA
Lesson introduction
Understanding the concept of scope
Exploring scope using the model hierarchy window
Understanding projections and texturing
Using scope to texture buildings
Exercise 9A: Use CGA to add textures to buildings
Use CGA to texture buildings
Create a random texture
Use scope to improve the roof rule
Randomize roof textures
Use CGA to texture roofs
Using dashboards and creating reports
Creating a smart city with reporting and dashboards
Exercise 9B: Create a smart city with reporting and dashboards
Add reporting to your rule
View report in a dashboard
Key CGA learning concepts
Lesson review

10 Putting it all together
Lesson introduction
Exercise 10: Model a 3D city
Choose data and import
Apply rules
Create high-density development
Import rules to create parks
Create bookmark fly-through
Create a web scene to share your city model
Lesson review

Appendixes
Appendix A: Esri data license agreement
Appendix B: Key CGA rule concepts
Appendix C: Answers to lesson review questions
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